INEX - Association for Voluntary Activities (INEX-SDA) is looking for ESC volunteer from Italy!

ABOUT ORGANIZATION

INEX – Association of voluntary activities (INEX-SDA) is a non-governmental non-for-profit organisation founded in 1991 to carry out and support international voluntary work and intercultural education.

INEX-SDA is Striving towards tolerant and open society respecting cultural differences and honouring principles of sustainable development, active and responsible citizens, who are involved in the community life and they engage in beneficial activities regardless of any financial profit and international and intercultural cooperation based on the principles of equal approach to all, mutual respect and understanding.

INEX-SDA is implementing international projects of Global education - voluntary exchange projects with the countries in Africa, Asia, Latin America such as exchanges in Europe, GLEN and educational projects for intercultural education, social inclusion and awareness-raising, such as FOOTBALL FOR DEVELOPMENT, co-ordinating and hosting seminars and trainings related to the themes of volunteerism and development cooperation. INEX-SDA is sending Czech volunteers abroad for short term “workcamps” and long-term projects (about 600 per year), EVS projects (about 15 per year) and hosting international and Czech volunteers at projects in the Czech Republic (340 per year).

INEX-SDA is member of Alliance of European Voluntary Service Organisations (Alliance) and Co-ordinating Committee for International Voluntary Service (CCIVS) and is partner organisation of Service Civil International (SCI). Since 2000 INEX-SDA worked as a hosting and sending organisation in the program European Voluntary Service and now works as sending and hosting organization in the program European Solidarity Corps. INEX-SDA is member of various national platforms: Czech Commission of Children and Youth, Czech Forum of Development Co-operation (FoRS), Czech against Poverty.

Website: www.inexsda.cz
EVS coordinator: Jana Hejkrlíková (evs@inexsda.cz)
Link to the ESC database: https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity/placement/15655_en

ABOUT PROJECT

We will host one EVS volunteer for 12 months from beginning of February 2020 till the end of January 2021.

International Volunteering with INEX-SDA

Every year INEX-SDA organizes over 30 international voluntary workcamps across the Czech Republic where a group of local and foreign volunteers support ecological, social or cultural-historical community projects. By organising international voluntary projects, educational programs and campaigns we assist to the development of tolerant and open society and encourage active and responsible approach to the world around us both locally and globally. We create space in which people can gain new experience, expand their skills and develop their own views of the complexity of the world around them.

We believe that volunteering is an asset, beneficial for all individuals and communities involved and we strive to promote volunteering and its perception as a way to tolerance, recognition and sustainable future.
Volunteer will have an opportunity to get to know the wide range of INEX-SDA activities and projects and get involved in many of them according to his/her own personal interest. However, his/her work will be mainly focused on supporting our activities in International Volunteering. ESC volunteer will support the organisation of the over 30 workcamps in the Czech Republic, communicate with our partner organisations abroad and administer hosting of volunteers from all over the world.

**Proposed volunteer’s tasks:**

1. Administrative support of international voluntary exchange (getting to know the system of exchange, administering applications of volunteers, updating the internal database of projects and volunteers);
2. Taking active part in trainings and seminars of INEX-SDA (trainings for camp leaders in the Czech Republic, preparatory trainings for volunteers going abroad, meeting of the partners);
3. Raising awareness about volunteering, voluntary projects and intercultural exchanges among the Czech youth at different regions of the Czech Republic (presentations, promo actions, meetings etc.);
4. Possibility to take part in a voluntary project as a camper leader and prepare, organise and facilitate educational workshops on various topics;
5. According to the volunteer’s interest involvement in one or more projects in InexUp (volunteers club);
6. Getting to know different Czech and international NGOs and their work and projects (through platforms INEX-SDA is involved in);
7. Opportunity to develop a project according to his/her interest.

**ESC volunteer in our office**

The volunteer becomes a member of the INEX-SDA team and participate in all parts of the organisation’s life such as regular office meetings, public and promotional events etc. He/she will cooperate closely with project coordinators and other team members who will provide guidance and support in taken tasks within the project he/she will be involved in.

The office is run on everyday basis. Working hours of volunteer are flexible within 9 am to 5 pm. Sometimes there can be work during weekends (training, seminars) but this will be always compensated by a time off at alternative days.

For the same period a second ESC volunteer from another country is selected to support our project Football for Development.

**Accommodation**

The volunteer will live in a nice, fully equipped flat in Prague about 30 minutes away from the office by public transport. The flat is shared with our second ESC volunteer.

**Conditions**

Conditions of stay fully correspond with the ESC rules and budget of the programme. The volunteer will receive pocket money and food allowance every month, ticket for public transportation in Prague and access to the Online Language Support. For the whole project period the volunteer is provided with insurance through the ESC Programme by Cigna insurance company. Travel from home to the Czech Republic and back is covered according to the program rules.

**The profile of volunteer**

Our project is opened to anybody with an interest in our activities and projects and a strong motivation in becoming an active member of our team. We welcome open-minded and flexible person with willingness to learn and invest own energy and ideas into the common goals and eventually develop their own project. It is useful to be able to work independently as well as in a team. Volunteer should be prepared that a lot of work is of administrative character and not always in the field. Previous experience with volunteering and involvement in the NGO sector can be valuable but is not required. A good knowledge of English and good communication skills are desirable.

**CONTACT**

Volunteers interested in joining the project and INEX-SDA team are welcome to send their CV and motivation letter (indicate why they want to take part and their experience) to Jana Hejkrlíková at evs@inexsda.cz